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Synods as habitats of hope

Recovering from intra-ecclesial distancing in a post-pandemic
Church

Pope Francis has emphasized the notion of the Church as a people – specifically, the People of God – ever
since the start of his pontificate.

He's given concrete expression to this by a new way of utilizing the Synod of Bishops, beginning with the
assemblies of 2014 and 2015 that dealt with issues concerning marriage and the family.

Indeed, the pope has even devised a whole new language on ecclesial synodality.

All this comes at least two decades after the papal magisterium began carefully distancing itself from
theologians and their reflections on post-Vatican II ecclesiology.

But what kind of effect will the experience of COVID-19 have on this great intuition of Francis?

From social distancing to ecclesial distancing
The pandemic has deeply interrupted all our lives and the life of the Church. And it has made clear how
ruthless the mechanisms of social disintegration can be for the weakest members of our communities.

We have adopted the euphemism of "social distancing" to describe one of the ways we are trying to stop
the spread of the disease. But we should actually call it "physical distancing".

Social distancing is more about excluding others and less about the moral responsibility to protect them
while also protecting ourselves.

And in the Catholic Church, the pandemic has produced a kind of ecclesial distancing between the clergy
and the people.

This is not just because Eucharistic celebrations with the physical presence of the congregation were
suspended – a precautionary measure which makes obvious sense, unless one buys into conspiracy
theories.

The ecclesial distancing is also due to the refusal of most of the clergy to imagine other kinds of online
liturgical celebrations such as liturgies of the Word and lectio divina.

This sort of Eucharistic fasting (even if for one day a week) would have put all the people, ordained or
not, in the same situation. This conscious (or unconscious) refusal of the clergy to imagine something
different is one of the most puzzling signs of the Church's reaction to the pandemic.
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The liturgy and synodality
But there is a positive side to the ecclesial distancing the pandemic has caused. It has clarified how
crucially necessary the synodal process is for the Church, both at the universal and local levels.

There are two reasons for this. The first reason is the intimate connection between synodality and the
liturgy. Synodality has a liturgical dimension and helps us to correctly understand the liturgy.

The liturgical dimension of synodality is not limited to the Mass celebrated during a synod gathering. The
synodal experience (at the Synod of Bishops' assemblies or during diocesan synods) is liturgical in and of
itself: the synods are not just decision-making moments, but first of all performative moments where the
Church affirms itself in all its components, as one people of God.

Whether in experiences called synods or called something else (the terminology changes significantly in
Church history), synodality has a constitutive and indispensable value.

The second reason is that the Church will have to respond creatively not only to a new ecclesial situation,
but also to a new global situation in which the leadership and magisterium of Pope Francis are proving to
be really prophetic.

This is true not only of his message in Laudato Si', which is particularly evident and urgent, but also his
words and deeds about synodality.

Communicating with those who are alienated from the Church
Our normal ecclesial life will not resume in a few weeks or even when all the churches are finally
reopened for liturgical celebrations with the people.

The present disruption will continue for longer – if one looks at the list of ecclesial gatherings that have
been postponed in Rome and around the world (for example, the beginning of the Plenary Council in
Australia, scheduled for October this year, has been postponed).

The ongoing suspension of our normal ecclesial routine and rhythms could hamper the development of a
new synodal life in the Catholic Church. Or it could be an opportunity to reshape the synodal processes
already underway and help regain a skeptical Church's trust (both clergy and lay) in their preparations.

The fact is, the pandemic has shown that the Church must re-think how to communicate with those who
are distant or have become alienated for one reason or another.

Patrick Granfield OSB wrote about the problem of communicating in an era of profound social and
cultural transformations back in 1973.

He called it the challenge of "ecclesial cybernetics", which was the actual title of his book on the subject
that year. It was one of the most insightful works of ecclesiology in the early post-Vatican II period.

"The use of electronic equipment opens up new possibilities for the consensus fidelium," Granfield had
already written in an article published in 1968, at least two decades before the internet.

Overcoming ecclesial distancing through synodality

https://international.la-croix.com/news/laudato-si-and-healing-our-fractured-world/12430?campaname=_May23
https://books.google.com/books?printsec=frontcover&vid=LCCN72087158
http://cdn.theologicalstudies.net/29/29.4/29.4.3.pdf
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As Granfield predicted, ecclesial cybernetics has been transformed by electronic communication. We can
see this in the emergence of independent Catholic media and social media, a new form of ecclesial
cybernetics that has brought about a treacherous deregulation of ecclesial messaging.

And this means that synodality is more necessary than before.

The distancing – of all kinds – that the pandemic has produced cannot be healed or overcome by a mere
return to Mass. There are those who left the Church before the pandemic and might feel they don't need
the liturgy. If we wish to reach them our communities will need to think seriously about starting a synodal
process.

Synodality means not just a certain way of making decisions, but a process towards creating a discursive
space for all members of the Church. It includes a communication pattern that is not only vertical, but also
horizontal. It must encourage the participation of new ecclesial actors.

A serious synodal experience cannot just be something done over a couple of weekends, but has to be
prepared, celebrated and implemented/received with a long-term perspective. It has a performative, ritual-
symbolic dimension that takes time to become flesh and blood of a local Church.

It is true that a wrong synodal model can lead to a deformation of the Church rather than to its reform. But
the same can be said for an absence of synodality.

Developing an ecclesiology of the People of God
In the post-pandemic Church, catholicity will not only be measured by how many Masses we have
celebrated and in what manner, but also about the quality of our synodal life as a People of God and how
we are recovering from an ecclesial distancing that has lasted longer than the COVID-19 lockdown.

Without a formal, ritual validation of ecclesial inputs coming from the People of God in a synodal
process, hopes of reforming the Church and its evangelizing mission will be in vain.

This will require accepting and developing an ecclesiology of the People of God, and abandoning the
counter-reformation model of the Catholic Church as the societas perfecta.

The pandemic has made the case much more effectively than any ecclesial document or event in the post-
Vatican II history of the Church that it is impossible to return to the status quo.

In the world and the Church of today, a pilgrim people needs a synodal way. And synodality needs not just
a synodal spirit, but also synodal events and institutions.

Synods are essential to the human and spiritual ecology of the Church. They are "habitats of hope", as
German theologian Bernd Jochen Hilberath called them more than two decades and two pontificates ago.

Five years after Laudato Si', it is time we also start caring for our common ecclesial ecosystem.

Follow me on Twitter @MassimoFaggioli
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